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WHEREAS:  The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s 2018 report finds that 
"rapid, far-reaching” changes are necessary in the next 10 years to avoid disastrous 
levels of global warming. Specifically, it instructs that net emissions of carbon dioxide 
must reach "net zero" by 2050 to maintain warming below 1.5 degrees Celsius.  

If warming is kept to 1.5 versus 2 degrees, studies report savings of $20 trillion to the 
global economy by 2100. Recently, 215 of the biggest global companies reported almost 
$1 trillion at risk from climate impacts, some within five years. 

The transportation sector is the largest greenhouse gas-emitting sector in the United 
States. Transport-related companies like Hertz contribute significantly to climate change 
through emissions from gasoline combustion. Despite this, Hertz provides few specifics 
about plans to mitigate the climate change impact of its sizeable fleet beyond citing to 
an existing average of 32 mpg in its fleet.  

Assessing the feasibility of adopting clean transportation and energy goals will serve as a 
practical step towards aligning Hertz’s business operations with global efforts to limit 
climate change. Fortuitously, greenhouse gas-reducing measures are not only impactful, 
but also feasible and often cost-effective. One promising strategy for lowering Hertz’s 
significant fleet-related greenhouse gas emissions is through the increased adoption of 
electric vehicles. 

The current capital cost difference between electric and gasoline vehicles is expected to 
drop as electric technology improves, more models become available, cars are produced 
at greater scale, and battery costs continue to decrease. From an environmental 
standpoint, the benefits of electric vehicles are clear: they have a smaller life-cycle 
greenhouse gas impact regardless of the fossil fuel intensity of the electricity source. 

Hertz’ standard rental car business currently has only three hybrid electric vehicle 
options at select locations for consumer rentals, with no all-electric vehicles. While 
Hertz has taken steps to improve energy efficiency for its operational facilities, the 
impact of the company’s fleet remains insufficiently addressed. Investors seek to 
understand how the company is assessing the potential benefits of electric vehicle 
adoption from reputational gains to cost savings. 

BE IT RESOLVED:  Shareholders request that Hertz issue a report, at reasonable cost and 
omitting proprietary information, on potential climate change mitigation strategies 
available for reducing the significant carbon footprint of its vehicle rental fleet in 
alignment with Paris goals. 

http://www.asyousow.org/
http://report.ipcc.ch/sr15/pdf/sr15_spm_final.pdf
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-018-0071-9.epdf?referrer_access_token=eELbUpZu30ES9BZ5nW-IO9RgN0jAjWel9jnR3ZoTv0OskypFEzLGji1pAcPpJpRUaGWQE4lx7PFk7egARc69rHFdME6PJOQVMoys1HbEajGubYyh-cFm3MRhg2s_I4sq46QiSTTapLjDvV_ZfQ9KGWA8erEPxeWaOCy4qkvcpBhNc54Z8P42aBjGNCzAlbvv5yke0J5kD-SmaMHFGX5BldaEIsLdP99o9n2q_t7mKL6bo-HzTh6kQ7MsxZ2fBRfoJOUWNOr9sPf0BIa_bvKByEeRaGlJGmvTt7OhAlFSl4IPK9yTGpptmAc2gdnMSzTNYhlU5LjqY5JMkXschCdYMQ%3D%3D&tracking_referrer=www.theguardian.com
https://www.cdp.net/en/articles/media/worlds-biggest-companies-face-1-trillion-in-climate-change-risks
https://www.ucsusa.org/sites/default/files/attach/2015/11/Cleaner-Cars-from-Cradle-to-Grave-full-report.pdf
https://www.ucsusa.org/sites/default/files/attach/2015/11/Cleaner-Cars-from-Cradle-to-Grave-full-report.pdf
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-04-03/battery-reality-there-s-nothing-better-than-lithium-ion-coming-soon
https://www.ucsusa.org/sites/default/files/attach/2015/11/Cleaner-Cars-from-Cradle-to-Grave-full-report.pdf
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SUPPORTING STATEMENT:  In the report, shareholders seek information, among other 
issues at board and management discretion, on the relative benefits and drawbacks of 
integrating the following actions: 

• Adopting company-wide goals for growing the company’s electric or other low or 
zero emission vehicle fleet; 

• Adopting significantly greater fuel economy standards for its rental fleet; 

• Adopting overall greenhouse gas emission reduction targets for the company's 
vehicle rental fleet greenhouse gas footprint. 
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